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under the motto ‘Just the Product’ the firm started 
to pioneer the use of raw and dark denim in the mid-
1990s, and during the following years extended its 
scope of products towards a variety of styles. the 
product slate is composed of nine individual clothing 
lines nowadays. seasonal is a regularly changing collec-
tion, composed of basics and cutting-edge pieces, an 
integrated approach navigating between leisure wear 
and fashion-forward looks. Coming in limited quanti-
ties with the goal to assert the firm’s position in the 
upscale denim segment, RAW Essentials is entirely 
made from Japanese and italian selvedge denim, rich 
with innovative cuts, authentic details, and functional 
attributes. on a similar level, the Correct Line and 
New York RAW are programmes designed by michiel 
keuper (formerly of high-end fashion duo keupr/van-
bentm). RAW Sustainable seeks to tap into the current 
desire for sustainability while Laundry Army is a collec-
tion inspired by military apparel, featuring not denim 
but techno fabrics and utility-focused detailing. G-Star 
RAW by Marc Newson is an ongoing collaboration with 
australian product designer marc newson. the collec-
tion is something of an outlier: featuring bright colours 
and an alternative take on the product philosophy, the 
collection is congruent with the house-style in terms of 
industrial clean aesthetics while the choice of colours 
and patterns or prints is distinguished from the com-
pany’s other products (elle 2006: 122; van den storm 
2006). added to that, the brand devotes individual 

 collections to knitwear, jackets, and shoes (in collabo-
ration with stephen Palmer of overland shoes).
 in all their diversity the interesting part is the prod-
uct mix as a whole rather than the individual compo-
nents. Coordinating a variety of styles, g-star keeps 
a tight reign on its company and design philosophy, 
which binds together all the different threads. Product 
development in this context is turned into a collective 
play of creative design, marketing, promotion, and a 
smoothly running sales apparatus. according to Ceo 
and stakeholder Jos van tilburg, g-star primarily acts 
as a supplier of what he calls ‘jeans casual’, seeking to 
tap into mid-range and upmarket customer bases alike 
(textilwirtschaft 2005: 48). geared towards a variety of 
consumption interests, brand identity and products are 
at once fashion-oriented and accessible, commercial 
and exclusive, innovative and traditional.

9.� retaIl concept: 
 monolIthIc house-style

anno 2012 g-star is established in australia, austria, 
belgium, brazil, Canada, denmark, france, germany, 
hong kong, italy, Japan, the netherlands, norway, 
spain, sweden, switzerland, turkey, uk, usa. main-
taining 300 monobrand stores across the globe, all 
of which are run by franchisees, and over 5500 points 
of sale in 65 countries (multi-brand jeans stores, indi-
vidual retailers) g-star keeps expanding globally, with 

9.1 IntroDuctIon

started under the name gapstar in 1989, g-star is 
recognised as one of the most successful dutch fash-
ion enterprises worldwide nowadays. boasting steady 
double-digit growth over the past twenty years and an-
nual turnovers of over a billion dollars (since 2006), 
the brand works with an intriguing mix of brand savvi-
ness and clever marketing tactics, product innovation 
and commerce (textilwirtschaft 2010: 16). worthy of 
attention is the company’s strategic positioning. first, 
since the mid-1990s g-star has become known for a 
product mix of innovative denim pieces at one end, 
and fairly commercial, casual designs at the other. sec-
ond, the company boasts an interesting marketing mix, 
composed of traditional billboard advertising, product 
placement, and more advanced branding strategies. 
third, the firm embraces a consistently commercial 
market approach stretching to all areas of the business 
model. the sum of these thoughts produces an inter-
esting (and occasionally contradictory) brand identity 
with global appeal.
 within this chapter the brand’s dutch clientele will 
be examined, based on a one-month period of research 
at different outlets across the country. as the results 
suggest, g-star attracts a wide range of consumer 
types. some are fashion-conscious and searching for 
fashion-forward denim products; some look for casual 
understated everyday pieces; others are attracted to the 

brand for functional or quality reasons; and yet others 
are drawn to the products for their status(-differentiat-
ing) value or as markers of group identity. in order to 
make sense of the firm’s relevance within these diverse 
consumption contexts, the following paragraphs are 
devoted to the brand’s structural set-up which is built 
around three key sites: product development, retail 
strategy, and branding.

9.� (just) the proDuct: 
 between hIgh street anD hIgh lIne

since the mid-1990s g-star has become known for its 
varied use of denim cloth. Credited with the first ever 
trousers created as a 3d design, head designer Pierre 
morisset introduced the now classic ‘elwood’ in 1996 
as a wearable experiment in form and function, at once 
comfortable and fashionable, accessible and forward-
thinking. sold over 10 million times worldwide, the de-
sign was inspired by a water-soaked biker pant. with 
a shape based on a three-dimensional fit following 
the proportions of the human body instead of a pair 
of symmetrical trouser legs, the design meant a radi-
cal break with the traditional 5-pocket jeans (textilwirt-
schaft 2007b: 96). to this day the model remains one 
of the brand’s top-selling items, warranting steady 
sales rates and a counter assurance for more experi-
mental designs (Querfurth 2006: 14; textilwirtschaft 
2005: 48). 

pIcture 9.1 seasonal • pIcture 9.� raw essentials • pIcture 9.� raw by marC newson

pIcture 9.� g-star flagshiP store amsterdam • store interior
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in an adjacent room to advise an internet community 
of players on what and how to play.
 in a similar vein, the Crossovers project is an ongo-
ing series of one-offs that apply the brand’s greyscale 
signature look to fashion-unrelated types of products. 
together with landrover the RAW Defender off-road 
vehicle was conceived, with Cannondale they created 
the RAW Cannondale mountain bike, with hennessy 
the RAW Flask (cognac) was developed, and together 
with vitra the brand worked on the Prouvé RAW series 
of furniture re-editions of french mid-century architect 
and designer Jean Prouvé. the RAW Ferry 01 was devel-
oped as a project directly linked to the city of amster-
dam. as a fully refurbished old canal boat in trademark 
charcoal-grey, the ferry can be rented as a water taxi to 
traverse the city’s canals or serve as an informal venue 
hosting up to 25 people.
 according to the firm’s global brand manager 
shubhankar ray, the crossovers are primarily meant as 
‘experiments for our designers... inspiring new and in-
teresting approaches for our interiors and clothing col-
lections’ (cited in hoogervorst 2011: 29). that stance 
deserves some critical requalification, though. it might 
be true that these creative ventures inspired some of 
g-star’s commercial projects. at the end of the day, 
however, they are clever cases of product placement 
rather than brand extensions in their own right.

9.5 ‘g-star Is a machIne’1

what is the importance of all this? why is it crucial to 
go to greater lengths to explain g-star’s product phi-
losophy, retail concept, and branding strategy? if we 
want to understand how the company manages the ex-
tends from mass-market to more sophisticated styles, 
from new york fashion week to run-of-the-mill jeans 
outlets, it is critical to take the interlocking of all three 
dimensions into account. for one thing, the brand 
proposition is driven and defined by a strong sense of 
coherence. more importantly, though, the system be-
hind these different dimensions is organised in a rigor-
ous and professional manner with little left to chance. 
indeed, the fact that virtually every area of operation 
– from advertising to logistics, from shop design to 
online retail – is dealt with in-house, attests to the fact 
that the company wants to retain complete control over 
the value-creation chain. by all accounts, g-star comes 
across as an almost hermetic structure: whatever in-
formation is available seems carefully edited, while any 
more detailed requests are fended off by a well-trained 
communications department.
 while g-star undoubtedly works according to a set 
of innovative ideas, this position is clearly not warrant-
ed by creative chaos, informality, or a spontaneous and 

1 Jos van tilburg, cited in textilwirtschaft 2007a: 31

protean business approach as is occasionally suggest-
ed (textilwirtschaft 2005: 48; hintz 2006: 29). driven 
by top-down dynamics rather than by a corporate cul-
ture of equal partners, the brand model is fairly tradi-
tional, with an informed and well-monitored business 
approach that ties the individual domains together. 
every area of business is taken care of, every step is 
coordinated by a well-oiled business apparatus. each 
shop opening follows a ‘global roll-out plan’ (textilwirt-
schaft 2010: 16), franchisees and retailers are bound to 
clearly defined (and relatively high) order limits (tex-
tilwirtschaft 2009: 33). in other words, the seemingly 
playful attitude around which part of g-star’s image is 
built, is commensurate to the business acumen and 
strong commercial drive.
 one consequence of this self-contained and closed-
in approach is that researchers are not granted access 
to the company.2 if g-star is a machine, it is a fairly 
closed one. employees are not allowed to release any 
internal information. requests for further information 
are met with polite but explicit refusal. in fact, there is a 
distinct lack of transparency about the company model 
and the way the brand communicates information to 
the outside world.3 this begs the question to what ex-
tent the firm might have something to hide. the com-
pany made the headlines after information had leaked 
concerning g-star’s involvement in a scandal around 
child labour and degrading working conditions at one 
of the firm’s main manufacturers in india in 2007. g-
star of course discontinued further collaboration with 
its indian partner and tried to dispel doubts about cog-
nisance (fem business 2008). while from a legal point 
of view the firm could not be taken to justice the case 
was never fully resolved, casting reasonable doubt on 
g-star’s integrity (van der lugt 2007).

9.6 who are g-star’s consumers?

following the predominant brand narrative, the goods 
are not geared to one or more specific target audi-
ences. instead they claim that the main activities are 
focused on product development and accessibility. if 
we ignore the marketing puffery behind these allega-
tions for a moment, the underlying idea helps us to 
understand how the company negotiates a set of di-
verse consumption interests. to an extent, the stretch 

2 over a period of about 6 months supervisors and researchers 
of the project ‘dutch fashion identity in a globalised world’ 
tried to stimulate research activities and encourage g-star 
to collaborate in the project. to our dismay, each of these at-
tempts was turned down on the grounds that the company, 
as a policy, does not allow external research in any kind of 
way.

3 a case in point, i just had a talk with someone who recently 
started working for g-star. during the conversation the work-
ing environment was described as a ‘bubble’ with little, if any, 
information going in and out. furthermore, the talk revealed 
that g-star’s corporate culture was streamlined and highly 
uniform.

an eye to new opportunities and chances in the market 
(textilwirtschaft 2005: 47; textilwirtschaft 2009: 33).

ensuring a consistent brand image, g-star has its own 
in-house design team, comprising more than 40 peo-
ple who are responsible for outfitting the shops and 
creating the ‘rough’ trademark look and atmosphere. 
Casual and stylish, functional and pure, the look and 
feel of the stores is supposed to capture the driving 
design ideals of the brand. in all its creative output, 
g-star looks for coherence across the different facets 
of the brand proposition, with the same values (sober, 
neutral, rough, functional, no-frills, casual) resurfacing 
in a number of variations.

9.� marketIng/branDIng: 
 alternatIve strategIes

with a distinct brand proposition across segments and 
lifestyle groups, g-star’s market orientation and scope 
are largely mid-range, consistently international, and 
geared towards different target audiences. working 
according to a thoroughly designed marketing strat-
egy, the branding formula is a mix of signature style, 
interdisciplinary projects, and media savviness. retail 
environments, advertising campaigns, and products all 
follow the same look in grey scales and muted colours 
with a seamless transition from one to the next. until 
a few years ago the campaigns were all conceived in 

a white cube setting, exuding airiness and a sense of 
intangibility (hoogervorst 2011: 28). since g-star’s s/s 
2009 campaign, renowned dutch photographer anton 
Corbijn – by his own account ‘not a natural choice for 
fashion’ – took over the creative direction of the firm’s 
adverts and introduced the current house-style. the 
choice of models in his images can be somewhat un-
orthodox at times – but no less memorable, at that. 
mostly shot in black-and-white, the campaigns feature 
rather obvious choices like hollywood actress liv tyler 
or model elettra wiedemann, as well as more unex-
pected ones like independent-cinema icon vincent 
gallo, chess grandmaster magnus Carlsen or actress 
Clémence Poésy.
 next to Pr activities directly linked to commer-
cial interests, the company has a history in alternative 
branding concepts. every new shop opening is accom-
panied by so-called ‘guerilla promotions’, resulting in 
women flaunting baroque-inspired denim dresses on 
the streets of milan for instance, or models lounging 
by a pool in dubai dressed in swimsuits made of un-
treated denim (hintz 2006: 29). similarly, the RAW 
Chess Challenge was organised in 2010 as an event fol-
lowing the unprecedented hype around the campaign 
featuring magnus Carlsen. staged in the penthouse 
of the Cooper square hotel in new york City, the 19 
year-old was placed alone in one room, while three of 
the world’s best chess players (Judith Polgár, hirkaru 
nakamura, and maxime vachier-lagrave) were seated 

pIcture 9.5 raw Cannondale • pIcture 9.6 raw flask
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fact that product profile and brand dna are at once 
flexible and rather straightforward. it is sometimes said 
that the company’s kinetic persona makes a relatively 
effortless stretch possible between different consumer 
groups and their consumption preferences. while this 
might be true to some extent, such statements are nev-
er fully unbiased and contain a certain level of market-
ing lore and puffery. in the context of my own research 
i was therefore curious to find out to what extent the 
assumption of a heterogeneous clientele would hold 
true, and based on what factors consumers actually 
connect with the brand.

tough tough; masculine • InnovatIve distinctive; 
hip; modern; recognizable identity; innovative; own 
style; special; new; design-oriented; original • DenIm 
jeans-relateD denim; jeans; raw denim; jeans fab-
ric; blue • others Comfort; casual; quality; expensive; 
sporty; dark (colours); repetitive; nice • FashIon-
able fashionable; contemporary; trendy; stylish; hip; 
cool; fashion-conscious • QualIty (good) quality • 
tough tough • others informal; comfort(able); 
casual; diversity; easy; expensive

table 9.1 Coding sCheme for Consumer 
resPonses • value ConneCtion followed by 

attributes • group 1 group �

from the period of observation and the results from the 
questionnaires, the age variable appears an interesting 
one to look into. the findings do support the claim that 
g-star attracts a wide variety of consumers from all 
kinds of social, professional, and cultural backgrounds. 
for the most part they were male, which is congruent 
with the brand’s general customer profile (textilwirt-
schaft 2005: 47; textilwirtschaft 2007a: 32). some were 
teenagers, others students, others professionals, and 
very few even retired. that variety notwithstanding, 
across all four locations a relatively uniform pattern 
emerged when it comes to the brand’s main audience 
group. according to my own results, the firm’s main 
market consists of consumers younger than 30 years 
(71.7%) (group 1). next to this one, a much smaller 
group (28.3%) between 30 and 50 years was identified 
(group 2). an interesting observation in this regard is 
that the few female consumers i was able to interview, 
without exception, came from the first group. also wor-
thy of attention is that the consumption profile – judg-
ing by consumers’ outward appearance, that is – can 
be assigned to the two groups in a rather clear-cut 
way. from my own observations and personal enquir-
ies about the purchases of each respondent, consum-
ers in group 1 did mainly shop for basic items such 
as t-shirts, sweatshirts, or loose-fit jeans. in group 2, 
by contrast, the majority of consumers chose for more 
outgoing and fashion-oriented pieces. this observa-
tion is supported by the results of questionnaire item 

10 which sought to identify consumers’ primary value 
connections. the item was created based on three re-
sponse options measuring attributes readily associated 
with g-star’s range of products (‘Please try to name 
three characteristics you associate with the clothing of 
g-star’). after typing out the full amount of responses 
the results were coded, clustered, and analysed accord-
ing to table 9.1.

as appears from table 9.�, the results suggest an as-
sociative connection with g-star on the basis of three 
variables per group: group 1: tough (i), innovative 
(ii), denim(-related) (iii) • group �: fashionable (i), 
product quality (ii), tough (iii)
 interestingly, the value connections in each group 
were quite different. as table 9.� indicates, for con-
sumers in the first group the properties tough, innova-
tive, and denim were the most prominent associations. 
for consumers in group 2 the attributes fashionable, 
product quality, and tough proved important. the differ-
ence in brand perception is congruent with a different 
requirement profile, as reflected by purchase behaviour 
and product preference. the younger consumers on 
the one hand put an emphasis on a down-to-earth and 
no-frills product, straightforward looks and a strong 
message. on the other hand, they demonstrated an in-
terest in an edgy and forward-thinking product propo-
sition. in short, they aspire to a clothing style that is 
casual and not too outré while, at the same time, they 
look for something extra: an added value that distin-
guishes their purchases from competing brands.
 in group 2, we can identify a slightly different re-
lationship. here, above all consumers placed an em-
phasis on the fashionable qualities of the garments 
and stressed product quality as an important variable. 
Considering that the attribute tough is common to the 
firm’s older consumers as well, it seems reasonable to 
assume a connection with the firm’s products, irrespec-
tive of age or consumption pattern. despite the fact 
that the brand’s older consumers put a stronger em-
phasis on the fashionable qualities of g-star’s clothes, 
in the end they do look for similar aesthetic properties, 
i.e., an understated and grounded look.

responDents 86 • tough 46.51% • InnovatIve 
43.02% • DenIm 34.88% • others 32.55% • re-
sponDents 34 • FashIonable 75.00% • proDuct 
QualIty 37.5% • tough 33.3% • others 54.16%

table 9.� ‘Please try to name three 
CharaCteristiCs you assoCiate with the Clothing 

of g-star’ (item 10) • group 1 group �

while item 10 sought to facilitate an understanding 
of the product-related mental concepts consumers 
had developed, item 11 was conceived as a multiple-
choice question, comprising 15 pre-conceived response 

between inhomogeneous audience groups is explained 
by the fact that attention is divided between product 
propositions that are highly commercial in scope and 
style and others that are directed at a comparatively 
small target market.
 in the best possible sense there is an air of ambiv-
alence to g-star’s brand identity. the somewhat con-
trived reputation of a supplier of cutting-edge denim 
wear helps to justify a product philosophy that first and 
foremost targets a fairly average clientele. one glance 
at the product policy makes clear that the main collec-
tions are mid-range, both in terms of pricing and of 
market approach. the bigger share of revenues rolls in 
by a product slate that is innocuous and rather con-
ventional in style, i.e., slightly more adventurous than 
your everyday jeans brand but downright commercial 
in style and message. global presence and diversifi-
cation across different retail concepts (franchising, 
multi-brand jeans stores, haberdashers) help reinforce 
this position. at the other end, the firm’s upscale col-
lections (New York RAW; Correct Line; RAW Essentials), 
presences at new york fashion week, and the forays 
into art and design help to pitch the profile to more dis-
tinguished and demanding types of consumers as well.
 g-star consistently builds its brand identity on a 
set of distinct yet unequal pillars. some might be high-
er than others, but all are defined by a set of common 
characteristics. head designer Pierre morisset calls this 
approach ‘democratisation of luxury’ (textilwirtschaft 
2007b: 96). as a good frenchman, he might have 
picked up that idea from gilles lipovetsky’s books that 
describe the increasing democratisation of the fashion 
and luxury-goods market. the bottom line, however, 
is that the brand successfully supplies a mass-market 
clientele with interesting and edgy products at afford-
able prices. according to Jos van tilburg, much of the 
firm’s branding strategy is about promoting a certain 
mentality (textilwirtschaft 2009: 33). as he claims, 
‘it’s about a specific attitude. dividing the market into 
clusters is an outdated model. there is neither a young 
consumer group nor a sporty one. that idea has run 
its course. one day consumers want to look smart, 
the next they go all casual, and the day after they wish 
to look rough’ (ibid., my translation). marketing lore 
aside, van tilburg’s stance is indicative of the general 
direction the brand has taken over the past few years: 
creating a flexible brand persona that accommodates 
a plurality of lifestyles. as a result, g-star’s identity ap-
pears at once kinetic and narrow, open to a wide range 
of interest groups and distinguished by a strong corpo-
rate style.

9.7 In DetaIl: g-star’s Dutch consumers

 9.7.1 methodology
forced to adjust the research settings in a number 
of respects (as compared to the case studies on 

Corakemperman and vanilia) the following section is 
meant to provide a quick overview of these changes. 
due to the fact that g-star had refused any collabora-
tion on the project, the only way to collect data was 
from the outside. ideally, the research would have been 
conducted inside the shops, complete with participant 
observation and a research protocol. because this op-
tion was not possible, i spent several weeks in front 
of the brand’s retail outlets in amsterdam, rotterdam, 
the hague, and ‘s-hertogenbosch, completing ques-
tionnaires with consumers who had purchased one or 
more items. the method of data acquisition was cho-
sen in an attempt to gain insight into consumer per-
ceptions and the way specific attributes are connected 
to the brand. the questionnaires were composed of 7 
likert-scale items, two items with 3 closed response 
options, one freely-associative item with 3 response 
options, and one open-choice item (3 out of 15 possi-
ble options).
 the period of research produced a total of 120 
questionnaires from various types of consumers. the 
comparatively small number had to do with a variety 
of factors. first, despite the fact that the research was 
scheduled during the summer months the weather 
conditions proved anything but conducive. (the simple 
truth being that no one is prepared to fill in a question-
naire in the driving rain.). second, many consumers 
were reluctant to collaborate, which for the most part 
might have had to do with the fact that i was not able 
to function in an officially appointed position inside the 
shops. third, for me as a researcher the new setting 
took time to get used to as well. irritated by the fact 
that the results did not come as swiftly as desired, i 
was hard-pressed to think of better ways to approach 
consumers and convince them to participate in the 
project. in short, the research was not without its dif-
ficulties. in the end, however, it delivered a representa-
tive sample and pertinent results.
 in an attempt to substantiate the results during 
the following months, i spent time inside the shops on 
the pretext of being a consumer. the effort was guided 
first and foremost by the thought to get a better image 
of the consumers g-star generally attracts and whether 
they were similar to those contained in my sample. as 
the visits made clear, the questionnaires were complet-
ed by largely the same types i would spot during my 
visits. these insights no doubt remain perfunctory and 
by no means contend to be exhaustive or complete. 
rather, the goals were to get a first-hand impression 
of the whereabouts and goings-on inside the shops, to 
be able to observe the behaviour of different consum-
ers, and to put the findings into perspective as well as 
sharpen my own point of view.

 9.7.2 one Consumer grouP or more?
in the previous sections we have seen that g-star 
presents a complex and intriguing case based on the 
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 options. in an effort to identify similarities or differenc-
es between the variables tested through item 10 and 
a number of standardised brand values, consumers 
were asked to pick 3 out of the 15 options presented 
to them.

as FIg 9.1 shows, in both groups we can identify a 
rather even distribution across the items. in group 1 we 
find peaks (i.e., more than 30%) for the attributes reli-
able (32.55%), stylish (43.02%), fashionable (52.32%), 
cool/hip (33.72%), and recognisable (38.37%). in group 
2 we can identify two peaks for the characteristics 
fashionable (32.35%) and recognisable (35.29%). Clas-
sifying g-star as reliable, the value on the one hand 
relates to the company’s clear-cut and distinguished 
brand identity, indicating a relation to consumers’ gen-
eral expectations. on the other hand, reliability might 
be connected to product quality and the level of post-
purchase satisfaction in the long run. the values styl-
ish and fashionable presumably share a direct link to 
the general purchasing profile of consumers. the value 
connection cool/hip, in turn, is connected to g-star’s 

position as a trend-oriented or trend-following brand.
the last of the connectors, recognisability, is related to 
this aspect as well. Considering that the firm’s clothes 
are used by some consumer groups as markers of so-
cial distinction and/or group identity, hipness and rec-
ognisability are actually closely connected. important 
to note in this context are the firm’s advertising cam-
paigns and part of the product slate. traditionally in the 
form of larger-than-life billboards, the adverts show the 
brand’s insignia in prominent script (pIcture 9.7). 
the product range, too, includes a rather large number 
of items with big logo prints (t-shirts, sweaters, and 
some jeans models) (pIcture 9.8). the combina-
tion of brand image and media proliferation works as 
a powerful boost for g-star’s high profile, which in turn 
has an impact on the social function of the products 
within particular social contexts.

 9.7.3 PurChase behaviour and 
 brand involvement
in the previous section we have seen that by consum-
ers across the two different age groups g-star is per-
ceived in slightly different ways. further it has been said 
that different characteristics were assigned to the range 
of products in both groups, thus indicating different 
drivers in the purchase decision-making process. with 
these insights in mind, this section broadens the scope 
of analysis towards the purchase behaviour of g-star’s 
consumers and their involvement with the brand.
 the study’s most remarkable finding is the average 
buying behaviour of g-star’s consumers. item 9 (‘on 
average, how many items do you purchase per visit?’) 
sought to determine the average number of purchases 
made per visit. FIg 9.� shows that the respondents in 
both groups tend to buy between 1 and 3 pieces per 
visit (group 1: 72.09% /group 2: 79.41%), while some 
indicated not to buy even one item per visit (group 
1: 27.38% / group 2: 17.64%), and only one person in 
each group bought more than three pieces at a time. 
this result is interesting in two respects. for one thing, 
it makes clear that the sample contains few, if any, 
truly committed consumers who buy products in high 
quantities. for another, the fact that the vast majority 
makes purchases on such a regular basis is striking. if 
we take into account that the question meant to target 
the average and not absolute number of purchases, it 
follows that commitment in this case relates to mod-
est but steady levels of patronage, as defined by repeat 
purchases and average consumption frequency.
 
item 8 (‘how often do you visit one of g-star’s 
stores?’) was constructed in an attempt to gain insight 
into the average visiting frequency. as FIg 9.� shows, 
in group 1 we can identify a split distribution between 
consumers visiting the outlets once a month on aver-
age (46.51%) and those visiting the shops on a less 
frequent basis (41.86%). furthermore, a small number 

(11.62%) indicated to come to the shops about every 
week. in group 2, by contrast, we can see that the ma-
jority of respondents frequent the stores on a less than 
monthly basis (67.64%) while about one third (32.35%) 
indicated to visit an outlet about once a month. these 
findings concur with a number of aspects that have 
been discussed above: just like the consumption be-
haviour is moderate but steady, the visiting frequency 
is not exceptionally high but permanent. furthermore, 
the results reflect a more general tendency in clothing 
retail, i.e., younger consumers will buy a larger number 

of basic pieces whereas the older ones might purchase 
on a less frequent basis but spend more money on the 
individual items.4 

4 there is an interesting dimension to this aspect in the con-
text of interactive online technology. Counting almost 46.000 
members, g-star’s dutch hyves account, on the one hand, 
is proof of the brand’s popularity, but, more importantly, on 
the other allows insight into the fashion preferences of mainly 
young consumers. what we find there is that a.) most of them 
own quite a substantial number of items, and b.) that most of 
them opt for basics like t-shirts, jeans, jackets, or sweaters.

pIcture 9.7 g-star CamPaign • sPring/summer 2011 • pIcture 9.8 g-star hooded logo sweater
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these findings are relevant in the context of brand 
identification and the degree to which name and image 
of the company have an impact on the purchase deci-
sion-making process. item 6 (‘i like to purchase clothes 
from brands i can identify with’) meant to look into 
this dimension with respect to the question to what 
extent the purchase behaviour of g-star’s consumers 
was influenced, not only by product-intrinsic properties 
(e.g. colour, style, cut, fit), but also by brand-specific at-
tributes (e.g. brand identity, brand name, iconography). 
as FIg 9.� makes clear, in group 2 we find a split dis-
tribution between 35.29% indicating they do not make 
their clothing purchases dependent on brand-specific 
attributes and 47.05% who confirmed the statement. 
in group 1, by contrast, there is a positive relation-
ship between purchase behaviour and brand involve-
ment. 61.62% agreed with the statement whereas only 
16.27% objected to it.
 
 9.7.4 Clothing and 
 fashion involvement
looking at the results from item 2 (‘i am among the 
first in my circle of friends to buy a new fashion items 
when it appears’), which sought to relate the level of 
brand involvement to the purchase behaviour of con-
sumers, we find an almost equal distribution in both 
age groups. as FIg 9.5 shows, the results suggest a 
slightly negative tendency. in group 1, 31.38% disagreed 
with the statement, while 24.41% agreed. in group 2, 
44.11% disagreed, while 29.40% agreed. the level of 
brand involvement is consequently not connected to 
trend-driven buying behaviour. in other words, while 
g-star’s consumers demonstrate high levels of brand 
awareness and a vested interest in clothing products, 
they do not qualify as early adopters in their peer 
groups (and otherwise).

these results are strongly supported by the findings 
from item 3 (‘i regularly buy fashion-related maga-
zines’) which sought to test the level of media involve-
ment. in literature a close connection is suggested 
between early adopters in fashion and the study of fash-
ion magazines and related media (Phau and lo 2004). 
above we have seen that g-star’s consumers qualify 
as followers rather than fashion innovators. Congruent 
with this assumption, the level of media involvement, 
as measured on the basis of fashion-magazine reader-
ship, is considerably low. as FIg 9.6 makes clear, the 
results indicate that journalistic writings and/or cover-
age of fashion-related topics constitute an insignificant 
referential framework for g-star’s consumers.

surprisingly, however, part of the brand’s audience 
uses websites and other internet media to stay abreast 
of developments in fashion. as FIg 9.7 demonstrates, 
in both groups we find a split distribution between one 
segment of the sample that appears largely uninvolved 

with web-related activities (group 1: 47.67% / group 
2: 38.22%) and, at the other end of the spectrum, a 
number of consumers (group 1: 38.22% / group 2: 
44.11%) who use the internet as a means to stay up to 
date with recent developments in the clothing sector.

in an effort to measure the level of fashion involvement 
as a potential connector in the consumer-brand rela-
tionship, item 1 (‘i like to dress according to the lat-
est fashion trends’) sought to explore the dimension 
of trend-motivated purchase behaviour. while part of 
the sample took a rather non-articulate stance, FIg 9.8 
shows that the majority of respondents synchronise 
their wardrobe with current trends in fashion. by and 
large, then, g-star’s dutch clientele has a vested inter-
est in conforming to the latest developments in fash-
ion. rather than adopting a trend-averse attitude the 
respondents showed eagerness to keep in step with the 
times and compose their wardrobe in an adequate way.

there is an interesting dimension to these results 
when we consider the way g-star seeks to distinguish 
itself as a producer of clothes that are timeless and 
individual – and thus largely independent from global 
fashion trends. rather than looking at general devel-
opments in the market the company claims to focus 
on producing ‘classics’ (Querfurth 2006: 15). market-
ing lore aside, this ambition is questionable, to some 
extent. by developing a clear-cut and recognisable sig-
nature look the firm has arguably carved out a market 
position in its own right. in a similar vein, it is not too 
far-fetched to call an item like their ‘elwood’ design 
a contemporary classic, seen that it still proves to be 
one of the brand’s most successful (and much-copied) 
products. the question is how many other products of 
similar quality the firm has been able to design and/or 
produce ever since.
 Considering the brand’s sheer size and/or global 
expansion and product diversification, it seems rather 
unlikely that g-star feeds the market with designs that 
are not in some way coordinated with current con-
sumer demands and the firm’s global market orienta-
tion. we might therefore speak of timelessness in the 
sense that the majority of items suit the tastes of a glo-
bal customer base, irrespective of national styles or a 
strong embrace of temporary fads. that, however, does 
not take away the fact that the firm in one way or an-
other does assimilate global trends along general lines 
by translating them in the firm’s corporate style.5 
 interesting in this context is the fact that, among 
the younger consumers, we find a similar distribution 
across the dimensions of fashion involvement and 

5 a potent example of this is again the elwood jeans. originally 
designed in 1996, for its 10-year anniversary the model was 
offered in baggy fit as well as with slim legs under the name 
‘elwood 10’, thus adapting the design to ruling taste.
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brand involvement. as FIg 9.9 makes clear, fashion 
involvement (item 1) and brand involvement (item 6) 
are distributed in an almost identical manner. in view 
of the fact that we can identify almost equally high lev-
els for both variables, we can conclude that g-star is 
understood by its younger consumers as a fashionable 
and up-to-the-minute clothing brand.

item 5 (‘i like to buy clothes with an outspoken look’) 
was constructed in an attempt to measure the level of 
clothing involvement that is distinguished from fash-
ion involvement in the sense that it incorporates all 
kinds of clothing-related properties rather than exclu-
sively fashion-specific ones. as we can see in FIg 9.10, 
g-star’s consumers showed considerably high levels of 
clothing involvement. 13.95% in group 1 and 17.64% in 
group 2 disagreed with the statement, 27.90% (group 
1) and 23.52% (group 2) were neutral. with scores of 
59.29% in group 1 and 58.80% in group 2 the vast 
majority agreed with the statement. in both groups we 
can consequently identify a critical awareness towards 
clothing products and the degree to which meaning 
is attached to them. in this context outspokenness is 
probably understood in terms of recognisability rath-
er than of a striking appearance. the combination of 
identifiable pared-down looks with big logo prints, as 
well as the firm’s somewhat loutish branding strategy 
adds to the recognition value of the products, which in 
turn has consequences for the consumer perceptions 
of brand and product proposition.

9.8 typIcally Dutch?

in the context of dutch fashion and its pertinent fea-
tures g-star is a somewhat peculiar case. on the one 
hand, the brand does not attempt to distinguish itself 
as a dutch company. in fact, the primary association 
with the firm is that of internationality, if not neutral-
ity. on the other hand, we saw in chapter 5 that, 

from an expert point of view, hardly any fashion brand 
is considered more dutch than g-star – arguably, not 
so much in terms of style or brand image, but with re-
spect to the company’s business approach. one of the 
main points in this regard was that g-star offers inno-
vative and distinct products that are international and 
mass-market in scope and style, brought to the market 
with a strong commercial drive. marrying smart design 
and fresh ideas with business acumen, the combina-
tion is a summary of components that make up dutch 
fashion identity as a whole.
 item 7a (‘g-star is typically dutch’) addressed 
this question from a consumer perspective in order to 
test to what extent the findings were congruent with 
the ideas discussed above. as FIg 9.11 shows, we are 
confronted with a split distribution. in group 1, 43.02% 
of the respondents agreed with the statement, while 
38.37% disagreed and 17.44% were neutral. in group 2 
we find a similar set with 44.11% who agreed, 35.29% 
who objected to the statement, and 11.76% who adopt-
ed a neutral stand. from a consumer point of view, 
then, it appears that there is no clear-cut answer to the 
question. to some extent this result might be owed to 
the fact that dutchness in itself is a rather abstract and 
ambiguous concept, leading to confusion how to prop-
erly make sense of the question. still, it is interesting 
to note that almost half of the sample in each group 
considers g-star a typically dutch brand.

item 7b (‘why is/isn’t g-star typically dutch. Please 
explain your opinion in a few words’) tried to specify 
these insights and allow consumers to put their opin-
ion into perspective. unfortunately, the vast majority 
felt unable to explain their opinion and left the question 
unanswered. from the number of actual responses the 
most recurrent ones in favour of the proposition were 
that consumers, irrespective of age, regarded the style 
as typically dutch. this result is not altogether surpris-
ing considering that the firm’s principal aesthetics is 

based on characteristics like sobriety, matter-of-fact 
looks, and graphic elements. those who disagreed with 
the statement indicated that the clothes were retailed 
all over the world and might just as well come from 
another country. ironically, the way most respondents 
understood the firm’s international market orientation 
and product proposition contradicts the view of the 
experts. whereas the latter deemed this aspect a de-
termining feature of dutch fashion, the former argued 
the opposite. the asymmetry might be explained by 
the fact that the experts looked at this dimension pri-
marily from a business point of view, whereas consum-
ers probably based their opinion on product-related 
features.

9.9 conclusIon

at the beginning of this chapter we have seen that g-
star is built around a detailed, well-edited, and heavily 
controlled company model. branding and product phi-
losophy are remarkable in the sense that they display 
a clear-cut and recognisable image, locally as well as 
globally. at the same time, it was shown that the firm’s 
image is by far not as innovative and experimental as is 
often claimed. in fact, we can assume that the majority 
of g-star’s consumers are unaware of the firm’s more 
leftfield marketing strategies such as the Raw Chess 
Challenge or the Crossovers project discussed in section 
9.4. instead, its recognition value mainly depends on 
traditional approaches like large-scale billboard market-
ing and a well-defined visual identity.
 in the ensuing analysis we have seen that both 
these aspects have critical relevance when it comes to 
the value connections of consumers and their identifi-
cation with firm and product. g-star’s dutch consum-
ers can be divided into two different groups. on the 
one hand we find a clientele younger than 30 years, 
on the other consumers between 30 and 50 years old. 
although subject to variation, respondents from both 
groups make regular purchases from the brand. the 
younger consumers tend to choose the firm’s ‘innova-
tive basics’, i.e., casual items with an interesting and 
somewhat edgy look. the older consumers demon-
strate similar consumption preferences, but tend to in-
clude some of the more outspoken and fashion-orient-
ed products in their consumption profile. with modest 
but steady purchasing rates, we can hardly speak of 
brand fans in the sense of strong emotional involve-
ment. at the same time, g-star’s logo prints and high 
profile are crucial components in the consumer-brand 
relation, so we can conclude that there is at least a pas-
sive sense of identification with the firm.
 when we look at typically dutch values, g-star is 
a case in point insomuch as it supplies a mass-mar-
ket consumer base with a product that is at once mid-
range and fashionable, stylish but not extravagant. on 
average, the company is more fashionable than many 

competitors in the same segment (e.g. lee, wrangler). 
at the same time, g-star strikes a good balance be-
tween casual and more outspoken products. in that 
way, the firm assumes a hybrid position between street 
fashion and more understated styles: supplying the 
market with tasteful and interesting products at afford-
able prices, g-star is attractive for people who wish 
to look up to date without making a committed and 
strong fashion statement, who trust to find products 
they like and that suit them. nothing too fancy. but 
nothing drab or uninspired either. in other words: typi-
cally dutch.
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